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Reimagining the museum collection 



9 museums and galleries

1 archives

1.1 million objects

12 miles of archives shelf

450,000+ records online

Role of digital team



This talk

An overview of some of TWAM’s digital programme with a 
particular focus on digital creative reuse of collections 

The principles that led us there 

The principles it has since informed

Digital R&D as live study of the public value of collections



Release collections into the wild 

and see what happens 



“Cultural organisations are over-optimistic about the 
perceived commercial value of our (collections) and not 
excited enough about present public value”.

‘Encouraging Digital Access to Culture’
DCMS, March 2010



Open access to cultural institutions’ photography

No copyright restrictions

Vast audience

Flickr Commons (2011)

Action research to understand online audiences relationship with 
collections.



74 sets of images in 4 years

1616 images in total

Upload ongoing



Over 13 million image views in 
under 4 years in Flickr

(current average 20,000 daily views)

8,000+ public comments

20,000+ public favourites

International exposure and reuse









Black and white

Social history

Photography

Victorian 
Britain

Immigration

Portrait



Crime and Punishment



Extinct handwriting styles



Provocation on social justice



Attractive men in old 
photographs



2 key lessons to influence future digital work



There can be a disparity between historical 
themes museums talk about and historical themes 
audiences are interested in 



Museums can inspire new public engagement with 
collections when we enable new and imaginative 
articulations of their value.



Disrupt perceptions of “the past”



www.hiddennewcastle.org



(2012) An app exploring the strange 

and forgotten histories of Newcastle upon Tyne

75 stories about people, events and moments

Supported by collections research, photography, artworks, newspapers

GPS-enabled



John Wilson

Commissioned by Newcastle council to dredge bodies from 
the River Tyne.



William Martin

Inventor and eccentric 

Hated every great scientist and 
philosopher in history

Falsely claimed to designed the 
High Level Bridge





Historical themes informed by user interest 

Startling events, not grand achievements

Forgotten lives, not celebrated people

Strangeness and eccentricity

Failure, not success



Aim was to create compelling collections 
experiences outside the museum, with stories 

not objects



Not to teach history, but to stir public imagination

Create spark of empathy for the past

Compel exploration of the city, question place and the familiar



“Explanation is the killer of wonderment”.

Pete Higgin, Punchdrunk theatre company



To date 13,000 downloads total

Average dwell time 8 minutes
(average collections website <1 min)



Open call for sound and music responding to a broad North East 
historical theme; work that disrupts an understanding of the past.

“35 hour internet radio broadcast hoping to rearrange and 
create new meaning from the past”.

Imagined soundtrack to the construction of the Tyne Bridge, montage of 
oral histories and electronic music, field recordings, performance, found 
sound.



8000 listeners from 26 countries 
listened for an average of 14 minutes



Enable public experimentation with collections;

invite new articulations of their meaning



2013 pilot project with Tusk Music and Pixel Palace arts programme.

Inviting film makers, musicians, sound artists to identify resonant 
collections areas and create new work we can publish online.

Published work intended to inspire new online audiences with collections. 



Promote the collections as a starting point/connection point for ideas and creativity. 

Audiences who-

• Have the motivation and passion to create.

• Deconstruct collections and objects, connect their meaning with ideas and 
concepts.

• Create experimental, ambitious work with a captive audience in mind.    



Public engagement aims-

• Not teaching history but inspiring wonder, stirring imagination, 
sparking empathy for the past. 

• Compel a new public exploration of collections.

• Inspiring new proposals for creative reuse of collections. 



“An album of songs concerned with the functions and consequences of violence. 
Family. Opposing forces of creation and destruction, memory and time, birth and 
death, body and soul”.

Richard Dawson







“We’ve created a film and a suite of new songs, which is not about the 
Metro’s construction as such, but takes and holds on to some of the 
spirits conjured by these pictures. It’s an experiment in the pairing of 
sound and music, using rhythm and repetition to evoke and entrance, and 
think about the position of hope in civic life, forty years and a lifetime on 
from the origins of the photographs”.

Warm Digits







The voice of the museum is silenced;

subjective interpretation replaces objective historic 
interpretation.  

Animated concepts, ideas, stories, questions create impact, 
not objects.  



Learning from audience exploration and enquiry



The remarkable, beautiful, buried story



Harmonious aesthetics

(post-war technological modernism and European urbanism)



Illuminating the one compelling detail



Playing with poetic gaps in an object’s narrative



Online collections catalogues frustrated and deterred 

makers and researchers who want to search visually and 
thematically



Impact



50,000+ people accessed the produced work via online platforms and live 
stream

High depth of public engagement- dwell time and interaction

150,000+ subsequent visits to (raw) collections material online

Disseminated by diverse audiences, evidence of non-museum audiences

(affinities to music/museums/sound/transport/local history)

Shortlisted for Museum + Heritage Award (Innovation category)





Total number of public hours contributed to the project:

491

(daily rate of £250= £17,535)



24 subsequent proposals submitted to the museum

Others have been developed independently of TWAM



Recreating “aura” from objects: drawing 
machines continually sketching the collection.



Participatory art project exploring social activism 
of Gateshead’s Spence Watson family



Open call for digital installations and events

Digital creative reflections on NE life during WW1

www.decoded.org.uk



Large scale video installations in public spaces 
of recreated regimental photography



Large digital video installation across multiple public spaces 

visualising total war effort on Tyneside

Live maker workshops in the museum 

rebuilding WW1 communications technologies



“(the value of) digital in the museum is not about endless 
collections web development it’s about developing new 
forms of curatorial practice”. 

Seb Chan, Cooper-Hewitt Design Museum



What happens when algorithms curate our 

digital heritage with speculative or artistic intentions?



Succession generates digital fossils from images 
documenting the history of Newcastle-Upon-Tyne.

http://mtchl.net/succession 



Enabling experimentation, broad enquiry, 
curiosity… and letting sparks fly



Opens the collection up to

Questions the museum wouldn’t ask

Projects the museum wouldn’t deliver

Public impact not previously possible



Success is not just the quality of what’s produced but audiences 
understanding they have permission to create with collections.

Creative space and freedom has high value and exists more often outside 
the museum.

Objects and collections records are the raw materials; impact comes from 
new articulations of its value/meaning

Emphasis is on meaningful experimentation not technology; original 
format could be digital or physical. 

Is DIGITAL an artificial project parameter, beyond greater audience 
potential? Physical and digital experiences for audiences are increasingly 
blurred. 

The kernel of each proposal is our collection and what’s created should 
respond to, revitalise, or give new meaning for it.
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Q&A



Past Paths

Nesta Digital R&D for the Arts funded

In partnership with Newcastle University and 
Microsoft Research

Development of prototype system and SDK to 
research user centric collections interfaces 

designed for non-specialists



Highly visual interface; specialist info 
concealed; no search facility 

Aims to encourage serendipitous discovery of 
multiple collections; increased dwell time

Responds automatically to user behaviour; 
visualises user paths

Research and learning ongoing

We need research participants! 



Experimental, playful interpretations of objects.  

Audience-led meaning-making.



History becomes alive to new audiences 
when we break out of traditional objective 
historical storytelling, linearity, chronlogy,

Public fatigue with historical representation 
of the North East region and its  identity

“Cliché after cliché propagating this myth of 
the working-class north as some sort of hive 
for the honourable worker bee. Just a really 

lazy and homogenised history”

Responsibility to talk about the complex 
histories; challenge perceptinos of 


